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Bugfixes
INFORMATION
When opening a project with the new version (2019-20.10), projects of the directly
previous version (2019-20.04)
are converted and can no longer be opened with the previous version
[ ] Single-User
[ ] Multi-User
are not converted and can still be opened with the previous version
[x] Single-User
[x] Multi-User
COM Registration
[x] the COM library has been changed and should be registered again
(start the program as ADMIN using „E3.series.exe /register“)

The bug fixes are sorted and listed by designer number(s). This enables you, for example, to
easily search for bugs reported to our support office.

Designer-34170
Designer-34332
Designer-34339
Designer-34399
Designer-34413
Designer-34558
Designer-34596

Designer-34636
Designer-34656
Designer-34710
Designer-34733
Designer-34736
Designer-34740

Massive performance problem when inserting a cut circuit
Assignment of different variants/options to pins of the same connector
within a pin group is not possible
Change of the active composite is only accepted for existing connector when
the original is placed
E3.DBTool can't be started - Message 'The program can't start because
E3_globallib.dll is missing'
Conductor is multiply displayed as connected in net
Sub-circuit can't be created via the structure node context menu "Export
Drawing"
Incorrect or unclear messages when connecting to "bus lines"
Restoring the visibility returns the warning 'W - Error when reading the XMLfile '........xml' The keyref-element 'ID2031' is not used as key for the identity
restriction 'id-unique' .'
E3.RevisionManagement: 'E3_customid.dll' does not work as expected at
free comparison
Wire properties are not always displayed
A block connector of a hierarchical block can't be assigned as variant
instance
Auto renaming of mating parts doesn't work when connecting to terminals
Preview of a DB sub-circuit generates 'E - KONSISTENZ-FEHLER:
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Designer-34748

Designer-34755
Designer-34764
Designer-34779
Designer-34793
Designer-34799
Designer-34802
Designer-34803
Designer-34836
Designer-34884
Designer-34895
Designer-34899
Designer-34904
Designer-34924
Designer-34970

get_attnam(): inv source (xxx)'
PDF Export: The setting "Export Version" is reset when opening the dialog
again
The entry IsEncrypted in the registry under
HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Zuken\E3.series\xx.0\ValidDatabases is not
created in certain circumstances
Hyperlinks to shared sheets do not work in exported PDF
Attributes are inherited to devices although they are assigned to pins
Item validation prevents adding and changing of structuring attributes
Performance problem with removing blocks with many connectors
When cutting and afterwards pasting circuits, wires are unconnected
The edit process for connectors with many pins takes very long (opening in
DBE)
Moving a net node in Formboard takes very long
Views of component pins are displayed twice in tree
When text type 34 is missing in sheet, errors are only updated after jerking
(reduction)
Item validation prevents import of sub-circuit into empty project
Older E3 projects can't be opened anymore
Incorrectly path definition after installation in the registry for sub-circuits of
the delivery database
Error message: "Error in function hntermplan\collect_direct_connection(),
ret = 5" when creating a terminal plan
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